he was
the greatest
among us.

the one we looked
to, to lead us
and to guide us.

we were
wrong.

we’d lost our way.
mired in corruption
and a thirst for power,
divided by infighting, we’d
forgotten our calling.

--we simply gave him more
power and more authority.
it was easier to let him do
that which we were too
weak to do ourselves--

and in that
moment, at our
weakest, instead of
challenging ourselves,
instead of making
things right--

--and this
is the price
we paid.

steve--

--are
you all
right?

sorry,
sharon, just…
thinking.

I Don’t blame
you--this is pretty
overwhelming. I don’t
know what’s worse-that I’m looking at
three blinking red
dots on the
trouble
map--

--or that all
three are things
we’ve seen coming
for months and
still couldn’t
find the will
to stop.

I’ve seen bad before, but-this feels different. this
feels like the end.
no--

--this is
not how
the world
ends.

right. the chitauri invasion fleet
has finally arrived--trillions of them.
experts are telling us they could eliminate
90 percent of the earth’s population
within four hours if they
make landfall.

let’s
take them
one at a
time.

but we
have an answer.
captain marvel-how are things
in the stars?
well, if
this is a suicide
mission, I’m happy
to report we’re
doing it the right
way--

and to make
matters worse,
our best solution--the
planetary defense shield-was taken out at its main
station by a hydra suicide
bomber hours ago. we’re
trying to figure out the
connection there.

die
with your
boots on,
people!
there’s too many of these damn
things, cap--we’re not gonna
be able to hold them
back for long.

we’re
just trying to
corral them for
now--funnel them
where we want
them to go-“--let quasar take
care of the rest.

“as a stopgap, she’s
pretty amazing, but
she can only kill as far
as she can see, and
these things stretch
back for planets.Ó

I sure could
use a giant
impenetrable
force-field
surrounding the
earth about
now…

I hear
you, carol.
just hold tight.
you’ll be happy
to know--

“--I’ve got two
of our best
people on it.”

tony, riri,
how are we
doing down
there?

well, I
can tell you
that nothing is
color-coded properly.
beyond that? it’s
government work, so
I can’t be sure how
much is damage from
the bombing and how
much is due to
shoddy
contracts.

we’ll get
it up and
running, sir.
he’s just
being--

--him.
trust
me, I know,
ms. williams.
better than
anyone.
we’re
in good hands
there. let’s look
at the next
problem-right--

“--new york
is burning.”

less than an hour
ago, an army of superpowered criminals swarmed
onto the streets of
midtown. dozens of
them, with one thing
in common---they were
all inmates in
maria hill’s little
reality-warp
cosmic cube
prison…

“…pleasant hill.”

citizens of
new york! I am
graviton, and
you have been
lied to.

they
created a secret
prison, where our
inalienable human rights
were trampled upon-where they forcibly
rewrote our lives
and took our
free will--

s.h.i.e.l.d., your socalled protectors,
who claim to be on
the side of good,
have committed an
unconscionable
crime.

we’re mobilizing
responses in
waves.
and the
first one is
already in
the field.
know
that it is
their sins
you die for
now!

--and when it
all came crashing
down, instead of
admitting what they
had done--they sought
to hide the truth
from you--from
all of us!
all right, let’s do
this, defenders! show
these suckers what
happens when they mess
with our city!

which
they do
all the
time.

but
they
should
stop.

and then
there’s our
objective.

“hydra forces
invaded the
capital city of
sokovia, and the
government
formally
surrendered,
handing the
keys over--

“--including the launch codes for
seven previously-thought-destroyed
soviet-era nuclear assets-“--which
they’ve now
threatened
to turn on
major
european
targets if
we don’t
recognize
hydra’s new
regime.”

to make matters worse,
our base in the area-helicarrier crescent-fell off radar and out
of radio contact two
hours later.
we don’t have
any radiation markings,
and satellites are being
weirdly uncooperative,
but the fear is hydra
turned one of the
warheads on it--

“--so we’re sending in
the bulk of our fleet-including iliad here-to confirm visual and
put a stop to all
this. one ship for
every warhead
we know of--

“--never let it be
said we’re not
thorough.Ó

he had always
been a master
strategist--but freed
from compassion and
mercy, this was
his masterpiece.

it was a
perfect
attack.

Already divided,
we found
ourselves
pulled in so
many directions
at once--

--that our
best was
no longer
enough.
we had stood
for so long,
we didn’t even
know what it
felt like to fall--

--but fall
we did.

this is
how we were
overwhelmed,
and overrun.

this is how
we were
betrayed.

